Arkansas Gems

The 2015 selection of new works about Arkansas subjects or by authors from the Natural State

The Big Ideas of Buster Bickles
Copyright © 2015 by Dave Warren
lığıghts...Y...west
Purshion Books
Young Adult

The Wheel of Light
Copyright © 2015 by Hope Castle
Blackstone Books
Poetry

We Wanna Boogie
Copyright © 2014 by Martin Schwartz
Butler Center Books
Adult Nonfiction

It's Your World
Copyright © 2015 by Chasina Dettme
Mechani Book Publishing Group
Young Reader
Young Adult Nonfiction

The Incompletes
Copyright © 2014 by Julia Fennel Jacobs
Kelsay Books
Stone Publishing Group
Young Adult Fiction

The Ever After of Ashvan Hao
Copyright © 2014 by Patrice Thompson
Soft Skull Press
Adult Fiction

In the Name of the Famous Dead
Collected Poems of Carl Sandburg
Copyright © 2015 by the University of Arkansas Press
Poetry

Howster Public Enemy: A Life of John Dillinger
Copyright © 2014 by John B. Bemide
University of Arkansas Press
Young Adult Nonfiction

Things We Thought We Saw in the Water
Copyright © 2014 by C. T. Mullin
Wesleyan University Press
Short Stories

Haunted Legends of Arkansas
Copyright © 2015 by Layne Augustus Andrew
Prairie Paperback Books
Adult Nonfiction

Independence Lost
Copyright © 2015 by Kathleen Doll
Random House
Adult Nonfiction

Pride v. Prejudice
Copyright © 2015 by Sarah Rees
St. Martin's Press
Adult Fiction

Arkansas is Ink
Edited by Gay Lancaster, Illustrated by Binh Hoa
Copyright © 2015 by the Photographs of Arkansas History & Culture
Butler Center Books
Adult Nonfiction

Lights! Camera! Arkansas!
By Robert Gutschen and Suzanne McGray
Copyright © 2015 by the University of Arkansas Press
Adult Nonfiction

Twist
Copyright © 2015 by Karen Albers
St. Martin's Griffin
Young Adult Fiction

Arkansas' first inhabitant were making pottery containers 5,000 years ago. The Ozarks, the land is part of the greatest and the longest land protected in Arkansas was the 1860s in Creek County.
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